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YOLO - What is it?  

This is like previous similar apps (Kik and Sarahah) and allows teens to ask for ‘honest 

feedback’ in the form of anonymous replies to a question. Its rapid rise to the number one 

position in App Store only after a week of its launch reflects the appetite among young 

people for these types of apps. 

What is Yolo app? 

Yolo which stands for ‘you only live once’ is an anonymous question and answer app that is 

used within Snapchat. Users can post anonymous questions and comments on a Snapchat 

story and also attached an image. 

What is the minimum age required to use the Yolo app? 

The minimum age of use in the App store for the app has changed to be 17+. At launched it 

was set at 12+. 

What content is featured on the app? 

There isn’t any content; the app only allows users one function to encourage others to send 

them anonymous messages in a Q&A format. When users post a question it can be seen by 

their friends or shared publically. Friends can review the question and send an anonymous 

message even if they don’t have Yolo installed. 

What risks should parents watch out for on the app? 

As the app has changed its age rating to 18 and over, we’d advise parents to consider the 

implication of allowing children to use the app as it may not be age appropriate. 

Also, like other anonymous apps before it, this feature on Yolo could encourage teen users to 

send malicious messages or create incidents of cyberbullying which parents should be 

aware of. As there is total anonymity teens may feel more able to send these messages as 

there is less fear of being caught, even though it goes against Yolo app  policy –  ‘YOLO has 

no tolerance for objectionable content or abusive users. You’ll be banned for any 

inappropriate usage.’ 

For more advice go to: 

https://nationalonlinesafety.com/resources/wake-up-wednesday/yolo/ 

https://nationalonlinesafety.com/resources/wake-up-wednesday/yolo/

